
Preliminary testing showed that the most efficient

proposal is:

Further investigation included the study of the following

alternatives:
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Fig 1. Case study location.

Fig 2. Proposed solution - study of alternatives. Fig 3. Alternative configurations and respective bathymetry [3].  

» linear and shore-parallel layout

» seaward slope = 1:10

» landward slope = 1:2

» crest width = 10m

» distance to Vagueira groyne = 460m

» submersion = 0.5m below the mean level

of the low perigean spring tide

Introduction

To assess the efficiency of

a detached breakwater in

protecting the Vagueira

waterfront, the following

steps were completed:

Results

Fig 4. Simulation of the long-term evolution of Vagueira beach: “do nothing” vs breakwater deployment, after 20 years.

Vagueira is a littoral village located on the

Portuguese northwest coast. The coastal

settlement accommodates mainly residential

buildings and commercial establishments and

hosts an active community that practices

traditional inshore fishing. Around the urban

cluster, there is a predominance of forests and

agricultural areas. Tourism is a relevant source

of revenue. The beach is sought for different

recreative activities, including surfing.
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Background:

Objective: determine the efficiency of

deploying a detached breakwater in front

of the urban settlement to help protect

the coastal community and safeguard its

natural services and general assets.

Methodology

1. Characterization of 

the case study and 

definition of the 

modelling domain 

and setup;

2. Classification of natural 

and artificial assets 

according to the 

Portuguese Land Use and 

Land Cover (LULC) map;

3. Calibration and 

validation of the 

shoreline evolution 

model (LTC 

software [1, 2]);

4. Model runs for projection of 

the shoreline evolution over a 

20-year horizon, for each 

scenario (i.e., “do nothing” 

and breakwater deployment);

5. Forecasting eroded and 

flooded areas for each 

scenario by overlapping the 

LTC shoreline projections in 

the LULC map.
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 The detached breakwater promotes the formation of a salient which is expected to enhance

recreational activities. There is also a reduction of flooding at commercial establishments near the

sheltered area. Residential buildings will be more impacted due to the decrease in beach width

downdrift the salient. Natural areas will continuously be undergoing erosional trends.

 The breakwater global performance improves with the increment of length and distance to the coast.

 There is no “one-size-fits-all” solution for coastal management and protection. It is suggested further

investigation of artificial nourishments scenarios and the possibility of a segmented breakwater.

» negative sediment budget

» highly energetic storms

» persistent trend of erosion

» overtopping and flooding

events

Vagueira beach

Accretion area

Erosion area

BKW alternatives

Mean shoreline
» L (length) = 200m, 300m or 350m

» D (distance) = 200m, 400m or 580m


